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MATERIAL HANDLING

Krech Ojard’s employs engineers specializing in providing custom
engineering solutions for bulk material storage facility expansions, rail
and marine transload facilities, paper and manufacturing industries,
mining and larger industrial facilities handling. Whether clients require
design or remediation, our capable team can meet your engineering
needs. Mechanical, Structural, Civil, Rail and Marine specialized
engineers combine to provide a basis of versatile experience that
empowers Krech Ojard to help our clients attain their goals in a cost
effective and long term manner.
With a breadth of real-world experience in the mining, paper, rail,
and energy industries, our employees are uniquely positioned to
understand the needs and expectations of our clients. We develop
realistic, effective, and functional solutions that add value and
minimize costs for long-term operation.
We work at length with projects involving materials handling, and are
pleased to coordinate with clients to design functional systems that
reduce the amount of material degradation and material loss during
processing, effectively saving the client money.
Dynamic and static equipment is an important factor in bulk material
facilities. Krech Ojard’s experience level with creating and enhancing
new and used equipment systems, maintenance systems and project
management of related facility projects, leads to savings for our
clients and a high level of trust in their mission critical, material
moving machinery.

FRAC SAND PLANT
Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin

Krech Ojard & Associates was retained for engineering
services for the design and construction of a new frac
sand plant. Krech Ojard performed services from the
preparation of preliminar y flow sheets through final
construction documents and project management for this
2.6 million tons per year frac sand processing facilit y.
Upon completion of flow sheets, Krech Ojard began
design of the plant layout and process. Our Mechanical,
Structural, and Electrical Groups worked together
to ensure that interferences were minimized. Design
components for the plant included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Plant Layout
Foundation and Structural Steel Design
Conveyors and Elevators
Material Handling Equipment
Sand Processing Equipment
Piping
Rail and Truck Dumps
Raw and Processed Sand Storage
Electrical Power
Control Systems

The frac sand facilit y was a fast track design-build
method of deliver y requiring close coordination bet ween
the owner, contractor and Krech Ojard.

INTERFLOUR VIETNAM
Vung Tau, Vietnam

CANADIAN
NATIONAL RAILWAY
HALLETT DOCK 6
Duluth, Minnesota

Designed 110’ grain intake and distribution towers for supporting
mass scales, distribution heads, conveyor head and tail sections, and
sorting screens to support ship unloading. Design was accomplished
using JIS metric standards and materials and included vibration
analysis. Preliminary design reactions of both towers and truss
bent reactions were provided to accommodate early fabrication of
concrete piles. Also designed a truss supported 150m long tripper
conveyor with integral shuttling cross conveyor designed to fill 96m
wide bulk storage bays with various grain commodities. Created
fully integrated 3D models of the conveyor to simultaneously resolve
interferences, create fabrication drawings and part take offs.

The CN Hallett Dock 6 is a multi-modal transshipment facility,
accommodating shipping and receiving by rail, truck and ship. The
location of the rail dump facility provided a unique challenge for our
engineers: the underground facility is adjacent to a wetland area,
twenty feet below the water level. The installation of fifty foot sheet
piles formed a coffer dam, allowing the site to be safely excavated.
One hundred vertical piles into the silt below, utilizing the friction
of the soil against the surface of the piles to anchor the facility
into place. The new structure features a dust collection system that
collects and solidifies airborne particles and returns them to the
conveying system, reducing both product loss and air pollution.

DETROIT EDISON
BEEMSTERBOER COAL
TRANSFER FACILITY
Chicago, Illinois

Worked with DTE Coal Services on the Powder River Basin coal
transshipment facility on the Calumet River. The purpose of this
facility is to provide an additional DTE facility for the distribution of
PRB coal to local markets. The coal will be delivered to the facility
in up to 150 car unit trains in 120 ton capacity cars, unloaded
and reloaded into vessels or rail cars for local distribution. It is
anticipated that this facility will begin operations with a throughput of 2.5 million tons annually and eventually grow to 5 million
tons. Blending of three types of coal is a requirement. Plans and
cost estimates have been prepared for a phased development that
anticipates an initial through-put of two million tons annually to a
fully developed site with a capacity of ten million tons annually.

IRON ORE MINE MODIFICATIONS
Minnesota

Krech Ojard & Associates (KOA) was initially secured
by an iron ore mine owner/operator to conduct scoping
and feasibilit y level studies. Based on initial findings
and recommendations, a decision was made to move
forward with complete design development and
construction to install new equipment, repurpose existing
equipment, and make necessar y process modifications
to produce a modified pellet at the existing mine facilit y.
An initial scoping study evaluated fluxstone deliver y,
storage, reclaim, and deliver y options to an existing
regrind mill. The
feasibilit y level study included
the original scoping items as well as additions to
plant processing required to incorporate production
modifications to produce a Flux Pellet. A decision to
move into design development was the result.
Design development included additional rail storage
track and unloading capacit y, limestone storage and
reclaiming to existing grinding equipment, modification
of existing ball mill circuit to produce limestone slurr y
at the required size and production volume, additional
slurr y storage capacit y, and the installation of a new
vacuum filtering system that integrated into both new
and existing taconite production systems.
A large component of the project involved the bulk
material handling of the fluxstone from rail unload to
stockpile/storage and reclaim to the material processing.
Mechanical coordination and design was performed
to provide general arrangements and specifications of
the unloading and belt conveying systems. The storage
component involved both stockpiling from a hanging
conveyor galler y in the building using belt plows and
t wo silos. Reclaim was performed using a loader and
hopper to place material back into the conveying system
when not using the silos. Both structural and electrical
design was performed to support the mechanical
systems and provide necessar y enclosures and utilities.

CONSUMER’S ENERGY

PLANT EXPANSION

PLANT EXPANSION

Wisconsin

Wisconsin

Holland, Michigan

Develop improvements related to material load out at a Wisconsin
facilit y. Provided civil, mechanical and structural engineering
services which included: preliminar y flow sheets, preliminar y
design drawings, civil engineering (including topographical data),
load out rail design, plant upgrade designs for the foundation,
superstructure, and mechanical equipment, construction cost
estimate, peer review of rail, environmental coordination, storm
water management plans and water qualit y control measures.
Developed a critical path engineering, procurement, and
construction schedule. This is an essential tool given the aggressive
project timeline and the need to impact existing plant operations
as little as possible.

Provided engineering services to design a rail loadout upgrade,
as well to provide project management, structural, mechanical,
and electrical engineering services for the proposed rail loadout
upgrade and other plant updates. Improvements to the plant
included plans to add a new conveying system and rail loadout
to double the current capacit y to load railcars. The electrical
controls were also discussed, including the potential need to move
the existing rail loadout control room to grade and relocate the
MCC panels in this area to a dedicated location in order to
accommodate the new loadout.

Involved in facilit y and equipment upgrades required to increase
coal conveying rates of Consumer’s Energy’s power plants backup fueling path from 900tph to 2000tph PRB coal. Conducted a
review of the current train unloading system, prepared detailed
design package (engineering, materials handling, structural
design), prepared equipment specification package, developed
maintenance and spare parts manual, and provided construction
management, construction inspection, QA/QC, Primavera
scheduling services.

CANADIAN NATIONAL RAILWAY
MATERIAL HANDLING UPGRADES
Duluth, Minnesota

Krech Ojard was hired to design upgrades to a lake
shore stacker. This project included a 3,000,000 NT
bulk storage facilit y, 75 foot high stockpiles, 4,000 foot
long reversible yard belt and a rail mounted stacker.
Upgraded the conveyor system from 2700 to 4000
LTPH, conducted preliminar y engineering, layout and
cost estimate, detail design (material handling & structural
design), project management, equipment specification
and purchasing assistance. The engineering effort for
these projects consisted of stabilit y analysis and design
of jacking systems and temporar y supports to permit
replacement of main slew bearings, boom pendants
and main travel drive trucks.

P-2 CONVEYOR
MODIFICATIONS

MIDWEST ENERGY
RESOURCES

TACONITE HARBOR

Superior, Wisconsin

Schroeder, Minnesota

Minnesota

Investigated the capital and operating costs of upgrading the
facilit y’s coal-deliver y systems. The harbor and rail facilities
serving this power station were examined by our mechanical and
rail engineering divisions, to determine the costs associated with
deliver y of coal by rail, as well as the potential for increasing the
capabilities of the existing ship-unloading facilities.

Conveyor P2 is a luffing conveyor that builds the loadout stockpile.
Because of the deteriorated condition of the existing P-2 boom, it was
recommended to replace the entire boom assembly with a new shop
fabricated assembly. The design of the replacement boom truss included
features to enable improved maintenance of the P-2 conveyor. The pivot
assembly was designed to allow intermittent duty. The head of the truss
included features for pulley removal, including an overhead trolley and
a secure point to lift the belt away from the pulley. Also at the head, the
dust spray and wind screen were included in the design. Walkways and
head platforms were designed to accommodate the placement of a drive
pulley and cart for removal to grade or access by crane near the base
of the tower.

Performed multiple services for this facility, the largest coal transshipment
facility. This large scale facility has been extensively upgraded in recent
years and has been a source of variable and unique projects for KO.
Recently assisted in the expansion of MERC’s annual capacity from
18,000,000 to 25,000,000 NT, the design of a dustless conveyor
transfer points, the design of a rail car dust suppression system, design of
a fill station, increase stockpiling and car unloading rate from 3500 NT to
5000 NT/HR and the design of a rotary coupler rail car dump.

ENERGY CENTER

GRAYMONT
KILN #5 EXPANSION
& PLANT UPGRADES
Superior, Wisconsin

Krech Ojard was hired to design all of the refractor y,
process, and storage equipment, on pile and helical
anchor deep foundations, to support the installation of a
new kiln #5, a state of the art high efficiency preheater
lime kiln. Additional work focused on development
of “Balance of Plant” process flow, conveyor systems,
silo dust control, dust collector upgrades, crushing and
screening operations, material re-claim tunnel, integrated
rail and truck load-out systems, as well as significant
structural modifications to existing buildings to support
the new process equipment. Also staged erection and
welding of a 13’ diameter steel rotar y kiln shell required
the design of custom saddles, shoring towers, and timber
crib foundations. The design considered kiln alignment
requirements, poor soil conditions, and lateral bracing
requirements during the construction phase.

LIMESTONE MATERIAL
HANDLING STUDY

LOAD OUT
IMPROVEMENT STUDY

Minnesota

Minnesota

The mining facility’s product requires milled limestone in the agglomerator
plant for the production of flux pellets. Provided engineering services for
a feasibility study of a new on-site limestone unloading system, storage
facility, crusher facility and crushed limestone transfer system.

Investigated options for improving the loadout operations at a
crude ore facility. The two issues addressed in the study are
accurate ore car loading and protection from locomotiveequipment collisions during loadout operations. Provided general
arrangement drawings for each of the proposed modifications
including cost estimates.

BALLING DRUM
REPLACEMENT DESIGN
Minnesota

Performed a feasibilit y study at an iron ore mine to improve their
taconite balling process. The project involved the replacement
of t wo existing ten foot diameter drums with t wo t welve foot
diameter drums, reworking feed and takeaway conveyors, and
replacing the existing roll screens with wider, longer roll screens.
The current equipment could be difficult to maintain with limited
access, so a key element of the design is to improve access to the
new equipment. 3D modeling of the entire balling process was
the approach taken by Krech Ojard to tackle this problem. 3D
modeling allows for previewing installed additional equipment to
test allowances, connections, spacing and more.
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